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Gene–Environment Interactions: Lifetime Cognitive Activity,
APOE Genotype, and Beta-Amyloid Burden
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Carriers of the apolipoprotein E (APOE) 4 allele, the major genetic risk for Alzheimer’s disease (AD), harbor an increased load of
␤-amyloid (A␤) plaque burden that is felt to be a major instigator of AD development. Data has suggested that lifestyle factors may reduce
AD risk by directly mitigating A␤ pathology, which could be particularly beneficial in APOE 4 carriers. We therefore examined the
interaction between lifetime cognitive activity and the APOE 4 allele in relation to brain A␤ burden. We obtained measures of lifetime
cognitive activity in 118 cognitively normal human individuals (mean age: 76.13 ⫾ 5.56 years, 70 women) using a validated questionnaire
that included measures over early, middle, and current age epochs. Hierarchical regression models (adjusted for age, gender, and years
of education) were conducted to examine effects of APOE 4 carrier status, lifetime cognitive activity, and the interaction of the two
factors with cortical A␤ deposition, quantified using [ 11C] Pittsburgh-compound-B (PIB)-PET. As expected, the 4 carriers exhibited
higher PIB retention compared with noncarriers. Lifetime cognitive activity moderated the APOE genotype effect such that cortical PIB
retention was diminished in 4 carriers that reported higher cognitive activity over the life course. The findings suggest that greater
lifetime cognitive activity may forestall AD pathology, specifically in genetically susceptible individuals. The effect could imply that
cognitive training promotes increased neural efficiency that might retard the lifelong neurally mediated deposition of A␤.
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Introduction
The ␤-amyloid (A␤) protein, an Alzheimer’s disease (AD) hallmark, can be found in aggregated forms in cognitively normal
older adults. There it is proposed to incite a neurotoxic cascade
that leads to neurodegeneration, cognitive decline, and eventually dementia (Jack et al., 2010). The lack of effective treatment
necessitates the identification of factors that may forestall such
AD pathology. The 4 variant of the apolipoprotein E (APOE)
allele, the major genetic risk factor for AD (Farrer et al., 1997), is
related to higher brain A␤ deposition (Reiman et al., 2009), as
well as faster cognitive decline (Packard et al., 2007) in older
people. This risk-related polymorphism thus offers the potential
to target individuals at higher risk for dementia as well as to
identify lifestyle factors that could modify the pathogenic mechanisms underlying these risks.
Participation in cognitively stimulating activities (e.g., playing
games, reading books) has been shown to protect against cognitive decline (Wilson et al., 2012) and AD (Wilson et al., 2002b). In
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fact, a recent analysis of modifiable risk factors emphasized that
reducing cognitive inactivity throughout life could prevent millions of AD cases (Barnes and Yaffe, 2011). The APOE genotype
may modify the relationships between lifestyle and dementia risk.
There is evidence that cognitive engagement could be particularly
protective against cognitive decline and dementia among APOE
4 carriers (Carlson et al., 2008; Niti et al., 2008), yet reports are
inconsistent (Woodard et al., 2012). The findings imply that the
relationship between lifetime cognitive activity and genotype
may be important in establishing dementia risk.
The biological mechanisms underlying these possible genelifestyle interactions are unknown. Existing research suggests
that lifestyle activities, such as greater lifetime cognitive activity, as well as more long-term physical activity, may reduce
brain A␤ burden (Liang et al., 2010; Landau et al., 2012). In the
present study, we assessed whether associations of lifetime
cognitive activity and brain A␤ deposition are modified by
APOE status and whether higher cognitive engagement
throughout life decreases A␤ burden, particularly in APOE 4
carriers. Brain A␤ deposition was measured in cognitively
normal older adults using [ 11C] Pittsburgh-compound-B
(PIB) positron emission tomography (PET). In the same individuals we measured cognitive activity over the life course
using a previously validated questionnaire (Wilson et al.,
2003). We hypothesized that greater lifetime cognitive activity
would mitigate effects of the APOE 4 allele on A␤ burden.
Follow-up analyses examined, whether the expected advantageous
effect was similarly detectable for different life epochs.
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Table 1. Characteristics for APOE ⑀4 noncarriers and carriers groups
Participants, no. (%)
Age at PIB, years (SD)
Women, no. (%)
Education
MMSE, mean (SD)
Measurement characteristics
⌬time (NTS-MRI), years (SD)
⌬time (NTS-PIB), years (SD)
⌬time (MRI-PIB), years (SD)
Cognitive activity
Lifetime
Early life
Middle life
Current life

APOE ⑀4 noncarriers

APOE ⑀4 carriers

p value

85 (72)
76.72 (5.80)
50 (59)
16.73 (1.86)
28.72 (1.33)

33 (28)
74.59 (4.63)
20 (61)
17.21 (2.37)
28.70 (1.26)

0.06
1.00
0.24
0.94

0.29 (0.17)
0.34 (0.37)
0.13 (0.33)

0.30 (0.18)
0.38 (0.32)
0.14 (0.35)

0.83
0.57
0.83

3.53 (0.56)
3.36 (0.73)
3.68 (0.57)
3.88 (0.56)

3.51 (0.51)
3.38 (0.63)
3.55 (0.47)
3.85 (0.64)

0.85
0.89
0.23
0.76

p Values were estimated from parametric or nonparametric statistical comparisons.
⌬, Difference; NTS, neuropsychological test session.

Materials and Methods
Study participants
One-hundred-eighteen cognitively normal older human individuals
from the Berkeley Aging Cohort, an ongoing longitudinal study, were
investigated. Eligibility criteria included a Geriatric Depression Scale
(Yesavage et al., 1982) score ⱕ10, Mini-mental state examination score
(MMSE) ⱖ25, normal memory functions (all scores within ⫺1.5 SD of
age- and education-adjusted norms), and age between 60 and 90 years.
The subjects were on average 76.13 years of age (SD ⫽ 5.56), 70 (59%)
women, reported 16.86 (2.02) years of education and had a mean MMSE
score of 28.71 (1.31). Each participant underwent standardized neuropsychological testing, and MRI and PIB-PET scanning. Subjects were free
of serious neurological and psychiatric illnesses, except hyperlipidemia
(46 cases, 39%) and diabetes mellitus (7 cases, 6%). Hypertension was
present in 45 (38%) cases, as measured using blood pressure recordings
of the brachial artery (available in 112 cases) and defined as systolic blood
pressure ⱖ140 mmHg or diastolic blood pressure ⱖ90 mmHg. Written
informed consent was obtained from each participant in accordance with
the Institutional Review Boards of the University of California, Berkeley,
and the Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL). The present
sample included all 65 individuals from a previous publication (Landau
et al., 2012) that only investigated associations of lifetime cognitive activity and cortical PIB retention.

Assessment of cognitive activity
From each participant, lifetime cognitive activity was obtained using a
previously validated cognitive activity questionnaire (Wilson et al.,
2003). In brief, a 25-item interview was used, in which the frequency of
common cognitively demanding activities, such as reading books, newspapers, and magazines, writing letters, going to the library, and playing
games, was recorded across age epochs at year 6, 12, 18, and 40 (retrospectively), and at the current age. Responses were provided on a 5-point
frequency scale ranging from 1 (once a year or less) to 5 (every day or
almost every day). For each participant, we calculated the mean of each
age epoch and created four cognitive activity measures: lifetime cognitive
activity (average over all age epochs), early (average over the age epochs 6,
12, and 18), middle life (average over the age epoch 40), and current
(average over the current age epoch) life. Age epoch-related cognitive
activity measures were correlated (intraclass correlation coefficient;
ICC ⫽ 0.72, 95% CI: 0.63, 0.80). There were, however, significant differences across self-reported early life, middle life, and current cognitive
activity, as examined using a repeated-measures ANOVA (F(2,234) ⫽
38.13, p ⬍ 0.001).
Reliability of the scales was assessed in 75 participants who fully completed at least two cognitive activity interviews (mean interval 1.63 years,
SD ⫽ 0.50). The ICC for lifetime cognitive activity was high (r ⫽ 0.91,
95% CI: 0.86, 0.94), replicating earlier reports (Wilson et al., 2003).
Reliability was also good for early life (ICC: r ⫽ 0.92, 95% CI: 0.88, 0.95),
middle life (ICC: r ⫽ 0.89, 95% CI: 0.83, 0.93), and current (ICC: r ⫽

0.79, 95% CI: 0.67, 0.87) cognitive activity. Nonsignificant differences
between first and second administration for early life (mean ⫽ 0.01, 95%
CI: ⫺0.08, 0.09), middle life (mean ⫽ 0.01, 95% CI: ⫺0.07, 0.09), and
current life (mean ⫽ 0.03, 95% CI: ⫺0.07, 0.14) cognitive activity measures further supported temporal stability. There was no significant difference in the reproducibility of cognitive activity scores across age
epochs, as indicated using a repeated-measures ANOVA (age epoch ⫻
administration: F(2,148) ⫽ 0.19, p ⫽ 0.82).

Assessment of covariates
Additional variables (covariates) were assessed to control for potential
bias or confounding effects. Perceived memory function, previously associated with regional A␤ burden (Perrotin et al., 2012), was estimated by
the average of two scales, participants’ ratings of their memory ability in
comparison with other age-matched people and their own memory ability 20 years ago, using a 4-point scale from 1 (better) to 4 (much worse).
Depression was measured using the Geriatric Depression Scale. Current
physical activity was quantified using the modified Minnesota leisuretime activities questionnaire (Taylor et al., 1978; Geffken et al., 2001).
Participants indicated frequency (over the last 2 weeks and months per
year) and duration (time spent per session) of 15 leisure-time physical
activities and any extra physical activity. Frequency and duration information were multiplied using an activity-specific intensity code indicating calorie expenditure (Taylor et al., 1978) and summed to represent
intensity of physical activity (total kilocalories of energy expended) during the last year. Finally, the socioeconomic status was estimated from the
participant’s self-reported professional background, based on the 1990
occupation classification systems of the U.S. Bureau of the Census
(Hauser and Warren, 1997).

Acquisition and processing of the neuroimaging data
MRI. The structural MRI scans were acquired at LBNL on a 1.5T Magnetom Avanto system (Siemens Medical Systems) using a 12-channel
head-coil run in triple mode. High-resolution T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid gradient echo (MPRAGE) scans were collected
axially with the following measurement parameters: TR ⫽ 2110 ms,
TE ⫽ 3.58 ms, flip angle ⫽ 15°, field-of-view ⫽ 256 ⫻ 256 mm, number
of slices ⫽ 160 with a 50% gap, voxel size ⫽ 1 ⫻ 1 ⫻ 1 mm 3.
PIB-PET. The PIB-PET scans were collected at LBNL, with injection of
⬃15 mCi of the [ 11C] PIB tracer. The PIB-PET images of 93 subjects were
acquired using an ECAT EXACT HR (Siemens) PET scanner and 25
subjects were studied with a Siemens Biograph PET/CT scanner. Dynamic acquisition frames were obtained in the 3D acquisition mode over
a 90 min measurement interval (4 ⫻15 s frames, 8 ⫻ 30 s frames, 9 ⫻ 60 s
frames, 2 ⫻ 180 s frames, 8 ⫻ 300 s frames, and 3 ⫻ 600 s frames) after a
10 min transmission scan or CT. The data processing, described in detail
previously (Wirth et al., 2013), used graphical analysis with a cerebellar
gray reference region to construct distribution volume ratio (DVR) images (Logan et al., 1996).
The native-space PIB-PET (DVR) images were coregistered to the
native-space MRI images for each participant. Global cortical PIB retention (representing cortical A␤ burden) was calculated by extracting a
mean DVR value from frontal, temporal, parietal, and anterior/posterior
cingulate ROIs using the automated FreeSurfer 5.1 processing stream
(Fischl et al., 2002) and the Desikan-Killiany parcellation (Desikan et al.,
2006). There was no significant effect of scanner type on PIB retention
(t(116) ⫽ 0.59, p ⫽ 0.55).

Assessment of the APOE genotype
The APOE genotyping was performed using DNA obtained from blood
samples and results were dichotomized into APOE 4 allele carrier
(ApoE4⫹) or noncarrier (ApoE4⫺) status. Thirty-three participants
(28%) had a least one APOE 4 allele, with two (2%) homozygous APOE
4 carriers.

Statistical analysis
All statistical analyses were performed using SPSS. Statistical significance
was defined as p ⬍ 0.05, two-tailed. Hierarchical regression models with
ordinary least-squares estimation were performed. Main effects and interactions between APOE 4 carrier status (dummy-coded independent
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Table 2. Hierarchical regression models for APOE ⑀4 carrier status, lifetime cognitive activity, and cortical PIB retention
Unstandardized
coefficients
Standardized coefficients
B
SE
Beta
Models
Model adjusted for age, gender, and years of educationa
Main effect level
APOE ⑀4 carrier statusb
CA, lifetime
Interaction effect level
ApoE4 ⫻ CA, lifetime
Model additionally adjusted for subjective memory functiona
Main effect level
APOE ⑀4 carrier statusb
CA, lifetime
Interaction effect level
ApoE4 ⫻ CA, lifetime
Model additionally adjusted for depressiona
Main effect level
APOE ⑀4 carrier statusb
CA, lifetime
Interaction effect level
ApoE4 ⫻ CA, lifetime
Model additionally adjusted for current physical activitya
Main effect level
APOE ⑀4 carrier statusb
CA, lifetime
Interaction effect level
ApoE4 ⫻ CA, lifetime
Model additionally adjusted for socioeconomic statusa
Main effect level
APOE ⑀4 carrier statusb
CA, lifetime
Interaction effect level
ApoE4 ⫻ CA, lifetime

Correlations
⌬R2

Zero-order

Partial

0.38
⫺0.25

0.39
⫺0.27

0.38
⫺0.25

0.39
⫺0.26

0.38
⫺0.26

0.38
⫺0.27

0.38
⫺0.24

0.39
⫺0.25

0.38
⫺0.24

0.39
⫺0.25

0.21***
0.82***
⫺0.25**

0.18
0.08

0.38***
⫺0.25**

⫺0.45*

0.19

⫺0.22*

0.82***
⫺0.24**

0.18
0.08

0.38***
⫺0.24**

⫺0.47*

0.19

⫺0.23*

0.81***
⫺0.25**

0.18
0.08

0.37***
⫺0.25**

⫺0.44*

0.19

⫺0.22*

0.82***
⫺0.23**

0.18
0.08

0.38***
⫺0.23**

⫺0.37⫹

0.19

⫺0.18⫹

0.82***
⫺0.23**

0.18
0.08

0.38***
⫺0.23**

⫺0.36⫹

0.20

⫺0.17⫹

0.04*
0.21***
0.04*
0.20***
0.04*
0.20***
0.03⫹
0.20***
0.02⫹

a

Dependent variable: cortical PIB retention.
APOE ⑀4 carrier status: dummy coded with carriers ⫽ 1, noncarriers ⫽ 0.
***p ⬍ 0.001, **p ⬍ 0.01, *p ⬍ 0.05, ⫹p ⬍ 0.1 (trend).
CA, Cognitive activity; ⌬, difference.
b

variable: ApoE4⫹ ⫽ 1, ApoE4⫺ ⫽ 0) and lifetime cognitive activity
(continuous independent variables) on cortical PIB retention (continuous dependent variable) were examined. APOE 4 carrier status and
lifetime cognitive activity were entered at first level of the hierarchical
regression model. The interaction between APOE 4 carrier status and
lifetime cognitive activity was entered at second level. At each level, the
unique change in explained variance (R 2) was evaluated using F-ratio
statistics. For each regression model, standardized residuals (ⱖ3 SD) and
Mahalanobis Distance (ⱖ20) were inspected. Unless reported otherwise,
significant results remained unchanged when outliers and influential
cases were removed from the original dataset and the analyses rerun.
Analyses were adjusted for age, gender, and years of education as done
previously (Wilson et al., 2003; Landau et al., 2012). Adjustments were
done by using the standardized regression residuals of lifetime cognitive
activity and cortical PIB retention after regression on age, gender, and
years of education.
Simple slope analyses were conducted to interpret the directionality of
significant interactive effects (Aiken and West, 1991; Cohen et al., 2003).
First, the interaction was visualized and evaluated descriptively as follows: Observed cortical PIB retention (mean-centered) was graphed as a
function of APOE carrier status and lifetime cognitive activity (meancentered). In addition, predicted global and voxelwise cortical PIB retention scores were calculated for low (⫺1 SD of the mean) and high (⫹1 SD
of the mean) lifetime cognitive activity using the unstandardized regression coefficients and graphed. Second, we formally examined whether
the relationship between lifetime cognitive activity and PIB retention
differed significantly from zero in APOE 4 carriers. The APOE genotype
variable was dummy-coded (ApoE4⫹ ⫽ 0, ApoE4⫺ ⫽ 1), so that the
regression coefficient of lifetime cognitive activity could be used to assess
the relationship between lifetime cognitive activity and PIB retention

within 4 carriers in the hierarchical regression model with an interactive
term. In follow-up hierarchical regression models and simple slopes
analyses (each adjusted for age, gender, and years of education), we also
assessed contributions of different age epochs, namely early, middle, and
current life cognitive activity.
In a series of analyses, we investigated whether our results remained
stable when controlling for perceived memory function, depression,
current physical activity, or socioeconomic status. This was done by
additional adjustments of cortical PIB retention and cognitive activity
measures for these variables (one at a time) and submission of the
residuals to hierarchical regression models. The covariates were not
significantly associated with cortical PIB retention (all p ⬎ 0.05);
nevertheless, the analyses were conducted to elaborate potential influences of these variables that could bias the associations we
detected.

Results
The APOE 4 carriers did not differ significantly from noncarriers in demographic characteristics, time intervals between neuroimaging and neuropsychological measurements, as well as
reported cognitive activity (Table 1). Lifetime (and age epochrelated) cognitive activity measures were not significantly correlated with age, gender, years of education, subjective memory
function, depression, current physical activity, and socioeconomic status (all p ⬎ 0.05, data not shown). Further, there were
no significant associations between cognitive activity and vascular risk factors (i.e., diabetes, hyperlipidemia, and hypertension;
all p ⬎ 0.05, data not shown) assessed using t tests over all life
epochs.
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Figure 1. Visualization of the significant interaction between APOE 4 carrier status (ApoE4⫹, ApoE4⫺) and lifetime cognitive activity. A, B, Figures demonstrate that cortical PIB retention is reduced in 4 carriers with greater lifetime cognitive activity.
A, The graph conceptualizes APOE 4 carrier status as moderator variable and shows predicted cortical PIB retention (solid circles)
in 4 carriers (red) and noncarriers (black) for low- and high-lifetime cognitive activity; lines demonstrate linear trends. In
addition, observed cortical PIB retention is depicted for heterozygous 4 carriers (red circles), homozygous 4 carriers (red
triangles) and noncarriers (gray circles). Variables are residuals after adjusting for age, gender, and years of education. B, Predicted
voxelwise cortical PIB retention in 4 carriers and noncarriers for low- and high-lifetime cognitive activity (adjusted).

The hierarchical regression model (adjusted for age, gender,
and years of education) confirmed increased cortical PIB retention in 4 carriers ( p ⬍ 0.001; Table 2). Greater lifetime cognitive
activity across all subjects was related to lower PIB retention ( p ⬍
0.001; Table 2). There was a significant interaction between
APOE 4 carrier status and lifetime cognitive activity ( p ⬍ 0.05;
Table 2). Simple slope analysis corroborated that higher lifetime
cognitive activity mitigated cortical PIB retention specifically in
4 carriers (B ⫽ ⫺0.59, SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.59, p ⬍ 0.001; Fig.
1 A, B).
In follow-up models, higher lifetime cognitive activity remained significantly associated with lower PIB retention in 4
carriers when adjusted for perceived memory function (B ⫽
⫺0.60, SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.60, p ⬍ 0.001), depression (B ⫽
⫺0.58, SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.58, p ⬍ 0.001), current physical activity (B ⫽ ⫺0.52, SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.52, p ⬍ 0.01), and socioeconomic status (B ⫽ ⫺0.51, SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.51, p ⬍ 0.01). The
interaction between genotype and cognitive activity was maintained after adjustment for perceived memory function ( p ⬍
0.05; Table 2) and depression ( p ⬍ 0.05; Table 2), but was reduced to trend level for current physical activity ( p ⫽ 0.055;
Table 2) and socioeconomic status ( p ⫽ 0.067; Table 2).
Follow-up hierarchical regression models (adjusted for age, gender, and years of education) explored the contribution of different
age epochs. The APOE 4 carrier status significantly interacted with

early life (B ⫽ ⫺0.42, SE ⫽ 0.20, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.20,
p ⬍ 0.05) and middle life (B ⫽ ⫺0.65, SE ⫽
0.20, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.30, p ⬍ 0.01), but not current
(B ⫽ ⫺0.10, SE ⫽ 0.19, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.06, p ⫽
0.58) cognitive activity to modulate cortical
PIB retention. Simple slope analyses corroborated that higher cognitive activity was
significantly related to lower PIB retention in 4 carriers for early life (B ⫽
⫺0.55, SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.55, p ⬍ 0.01)
and middle life (B ⫽ ⫺0.77, SE ⫽ 0.17,
␤ ⫽ ⫺0.77, p ⬍ 0.001) cognitive activity;
the effect was not significant for current
cognitive activity (B ⫽ ⫺0.18, SE ⫽ 0.16,
␤ ⫽ ⫺0.18, p ⫽ 0.25). Accounting for the
contribution of current cognitive activity,
the gene-environment interaction was reduced to trend level for early life (B ⫽
⫺0.38, SE ⫽ 0.19, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.19, p ⫽ 0.052)
and remained significant for middle life
(B ⫽ ⫺0.50, SE ⫽ 0.18, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.28, p ⬍
0.01).
Adjustment for perceived memory
function and depression did not change
the results. Early life cognitive activity remained significantly associated with PIB
retention in 4 carriers accounting for
current physical activity (B ⫽ ⫺0.48,
SE ⫽ 0.17, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.48, p ⬍ 0.01) and socioeconomic status (B ⫽ ⫺0.49, SE ⫽
0.18, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.49, p ⬍ 0.01); the interactions with APOE 4 carrier status were reduced to trend level (B ⫽ ⫺0.36, SE ⫽
0.20, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.17, p ⫽ 0.073 and B ⫽
⫺0.35, SE ⫽ 0.20, ␤ ⫽ ⫺0.17, p ⫽ 0.082,
respectively). The other age epoch-related
results remained unchanged (data not
shown).

Discussion
Lifetime cognitive engagement appears to have potential for the
prevention of AD (Wilson et al., 2002a,b; Barnes and Yaffe, 2011)
and may benefit cognitive aging by mitigating AD pathogenic
processes (Landau et al., 2012). The present findings demonstrate
that associations between lifetime cognitive activity and AD
pathogenesis are amplified in carriers of the APOE 4 allele.
The data suggest that lifetime cognitive activity could help to
forestall the deleterious impact of the APOE 4 allele on brain
A␤ deposition.
The presence of at least one APOE 4 allele was significantly
related to higher brain A␤ deposition in our data, mirroring previous reports (Reiman et al., 2009; Vemuri et al., 2010; Head et al.,
2012). Lifetime cognitive activity, however, interacted with the
APOE 4 carrier status to modulate A␤ pathology. Specifically,
higher cognitive activity correlated with lower A␤-plaque burden
particularly in 4 carriers. In a highly comparable way, selfreported long-term physical activity, as well as vascular risk factors, were more strongly related to A␤ deposition in APOE 4
carriers (Head et al., 2012; Brown et al., 2013; Rodrigue et al.,
2013). These findings indicate that individuals with genetic risk
could be more susceptible to both protective factors and risk
factors. There was no significant effect of lifetime cognitive activity in the noncarriers, which is in agreement with prior studies
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likewise reporting the absence of effects of lifestyle and vascular
risk on cortical A␤ deposition in noncarriers (Head et al., 2012;
Brown et al., 2013; Rodrigue et al., 2013). A lower proportion of
individuals with A␤ among the noncarriers may have made it
difficult to detect smaller effects of lifestyle, although the absolute
number of carriers and noncarriers with high A␤-plaque levels
was comparable in the present study. There also could be beneficial effects of cognitive engagement in noncarriers using other
biomarker outcomes. This is suggested by findings showing that
cognitive activity or training can improve brain function and
structure in older adults (Lövdén et al., 2010; Anguera et al.,
2013). Nevertheless, our and other studies (Kivipelto et al., 2008;
Head et al., 2012) imply that a healthy lifestyle could be particularly protective against AD in 4 carriers.
Our data also imply that an active lifestyle over extended and
potentially critical life periods (perhaps starting before A␤ accumulation) could protect against elevated brain A␤ burden and
thus offset detrimental effects of the APOE polymorphism. Similarly, an earlier study found that long-term physical activity initiated during middle life lowered A␤ deposition specifically in
APOE 4 carriers (Head et al., 2012). Animal studies have further
shown that both preventative and therapeutic exposure to enriched environments can mitigate A␤ pathology (in transgenic
A␤-expressing mice) or protect against A␤-related synaptotoxic
effects (in wild-type mice) in experimental compared with control animals (Lazarov et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2007; Herring et al.,
2011; Li et al., 2013). A previous report that evaluated lifestyle
factors has failed to detect beneficial effects of cognitive activity
on A␤ burden (Vemuri et al., 2012). This might be explained by
different study and sample characteristics. In contrast to our
study, Vemuri et al. (2012) examined a mixed sample of cognitively normal individuals, as well as mild cognitive impairment
patients. Moreover, the cognitive activity measure was constructed of education, occupation and current cognitive activity,
whereas the present cognitive activity interview examined the
frequency of cognitive activities over the life span (Wilson et al.,
2003). It is also possible that effects of cognitive activity, APOE
genotype, and A␤ might be influenced by the timing of the lifestyle events in relationship to the life course.
At least two biological mechanisms might underlie the observed effects. Rodent models have suggested that beneficial
effects of enriched environments directly operate via A␤dependent pathways, such as alterations in A␤ catabolism (Lazarov et al., 2005; Costa et al., 2007). On the other hand, effects of
a cognitively demanding lifestyle could also be mediated by neuronal factors. There is indication that higher neural activity promotes A␤ secretion in animals (Bero et al., 2011) and humans
(Brody et al., 2008). Lifelong cognitive activity might thus nurture efficiency in neural systems (Jagust and Mormino, 2011;
Gold et al., 2013), which could modulate neural activity and
thereby attenuate A␤ secretion and accumulation, suggested to
begin after the age of 50 (Kok et al., 2009). In young and middleage APOE 4 carriers, greater brain activation (Filippini et al.,
2009) and lower resting state glucose metabolism (Reiman et al.,
2004) has been reported in brain regions susceptible to A␤ burden. Such neuronal insufficiencies could make beneficial lifestyle
factors specifically effective in APOE 4 carriers in a manner
similar to “cognitive training,” improving neural efficiency that
could prevent otherwise elevated brain A␤ deposition in the genetically susceptible individuals.
Our findings converge with recent epidemiological reports,
indicating greater effects of lifestyle factors in 4 carriers. In particular, middle-life cognitive activity was protective in individu-

als with genetic susceptibility (Carlson et al., 2008). Another
study indicated that nonbeneficial lifestyle behaviors, such as
physical inactivity, high dietary fat intake, alcohol drinking, and
smoking were associated with greater risk of dementia and AD
especially among 4 carriers (Kivipelto et al., 2008). Our study
directly adds to this picture suggesting that lifelong engagement
in cognitively stimulating activities could diminish A␤ aggregation particularly in APOE 4 carriers. Cognitive activity could
thereby be beneficial, especially when individuals engage over
extended life periods, starting well before A␤ deposition emerges.
The present study is relatively small in sample size, thus the
gene-environment relationship on AD pathology needs to be further investigated and replicated in larger cohorts. Our results are
based on self-reports, some of which are retrospective. Though
we have used a reliable and previously validated cognitive activity
questionnaire, it is possible that the current cognitive status and
health status of older individuals (in particular with genetic risk
and A␤ pathology) could bias self-reported evaluations of past
cognitive activity. This explanation does not seem likely because
results remained stable after additional adjustments for subjective memory function and depression. However, it is still possible
that an undetected bias influenced participants’ responses and
therefore the relationships we detected. Adjustment for current
physical activity and socioeconomic status somewhat influenced
the interactive effects between cognitive activity and APOE status. This might be attributable to statistical power, because associations between cognitive activity and brain A␤ burden within
4 carriers were unaffected. The results seen here can best be confirmed by either a prospective study or randomized intervention.
The results are part of a growing literature indicating beneficial effects of lifestyle factors in reducing the risk of cognitive
decline and AD development. The present findings suggest that
cognitive activity could modify heightened A␤-plaque accumulation in carriers of the APOE 4 allele, a major genetic risk factor
for AD. This importance of lifelong health behaviors, specifically
in individuals with genetic susceptibility, has essential implications for public health approaches to AD risk reduction, in particular in the absence of effective treatments.
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